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A NOTE ON AUTOMATIC CONTINUITY
GREGORY R. CONNER AND SAMUEL M. CORSON
Abstract. We present new results regarding automatic continuity, unifying
some diagonalization concepts that have been developed over the years. For
example, any homomorphism from a completely metrizable topological group
to Thompson’s group F has open kernel. A similar claim holds when F is re-
placed with a Baumslag-Solitar group or a torsion-free word hyperbolic group.
1. Introduction
Groups in which infinite multiplication can be defined often have difficulty in
mapping to groups like free groups and the proof follows a diagonalization argument.
The first such argument was given in the abelian category of groups by Specker in
[Sp] and a proof for non-abelian groups was given shortly thereafter by Higman [H].
Later, Dudley modified these ideas to give some powerful theorems for topological
groups in [D]. More recently such papers as [E], [CC], [Na], and [C1] have used
these techniques. We distill some unifying themes of such arguments and strengthen
them.
The j-th radical j
√
S of a subset S of a group G is defined to be {g ∈ G ∣ gj ∈ S}.
A limiting sequence pair for a group G is a pair of sequences F1 ⊆ F2 ⊆ ⋯ and
k1, k2, . . . with Fn ⊆ G and kn ∈ N such that for every natural number n:
(1) (∀g ∈ G)(∃m ∈ N)[gFn ⊆ Fm]
(2) kn
√
Fn = {1G}
(3)
km
√
Fn ⊆ Fn, ∀m ≤ n
By condition (2) we get 1G ∈ Fn for all n, and by condition (1) together with 1G ∈ Fn
we get that ⋃n∈N Fn = G. As defined in [E] a group G is n-slender provided the ker-
nel of any homomorphism from the fundamental group of the Hawaiian earring to G
contains the kernel of some retraction to a finite bouquet of circles (see Section 2 for
more details). Alternatively a group G is n-slender if and only if every homomor-
phism from the fundamental group of a connected, locally path connected metric
space to G has open kernel (in the sense of the paper [C2]). We say a group G is
cm-slender if the kernel of any homomorphism from a completely metrizable group
to G is open. Similarly G is lcH-slender if the kernel of any homomorphism from
a locally compact Hausdorff group to G is open. These concepts can be thought of
as strong automatic continuity conditions. For example, a homomorphism from a
completely metrizable group to a cm-slender group must be continuous.
We prove the following in Section 2:
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Theorem A. Each group with a limiting sequence pair is n-slender, cm-slender
and lcH-slender.
This theorem has fairly broad applications, and the form of the argument is one
of the only techniques known to the authors for proving slenderness in a non-abelian
group (see discussion in Section 4). We define some notions for the next theorem.
A group G has finite roots if for every g ∈ G the set {h ∈ G ∣ (∃n ∈ N)[hn = g]} is
finite. We say G has finite k-antecedents if there exists k ∈ N such that for every
g ∈ G the set {h ∣ (∃n ∈ N)[hkn = g]} is finite. Certainly finite roots implies finite
k-antecedents for every k ∈ N. Finite groups, for example, have finite roots. In
Section 3 we prove the following:
Theorem B. The following have a limiting sequence pair:
(a) Groups with Dudley norm
(b) Groups with uniformly monotone length function
(c) Countable torsion-free groups with finite k-antecedents for some k ∈ N
(d) Countable torsion-free groups with finite roots
(e) Free groups
(f) Free abelian groups
(g) Z[ 1
m
] for each m ∈ N
(h) Torsion-free word hyperbolic groups
(i) Baumslag-Solitar groups
(j) Thompson’s group F
By Theorem A, all such groups are n-slender, cm-slender and lcH-slender. Groups
(a), (e) and (f) were shown to be cm- and lcH-slender in [D]. Groups (e) were shown
to be n-slender in [H]. Groups (f) and (g) were shown to be n-slender in [E]. Groups
(i) were shown to be n-slender in [Na]. Groups (b) and (h) were shown to be n-
slender in [C1]. That (j) is n-slender answers a question asked by the second author
in [C1].
We also give some closure properties of n-, cm- and lcH-slender groups. While
such classes are obviously closed under taking subgroups, it is less obvious that
they are closed under direct sums, free products and more generally under graph
products (see Theorem 3.3). That n-slender groups are closed under direct sums
and free products was shown by Eda in [E], and closure under arbitrary graph
products was shown more recently in [C1]. We also give the following:
Theorem C. If A is an abelian group of cardinality < 2ℵ0 the following are equiv-
alent:
(1) A is slender
(2) A is n-slender
(3) A is cm-slender
(4) A is lcH-slender
That the abelian n-slender groups (of any cardinality) are precisely the slender
groups was shown in [E]. We end with some discussion and questions in Section 4.
2. Proof of Theorem A
We prove Theorem A in the sequence of Propositions 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5. First, we
recall the combinatorial description of the Hawaiian earring group. Recall that the
Hawaiian earring is a shrinking wedge of countably many circles. More precisely,
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the Hawaiian earring is the space E = ⋃n∈NC((0, 1n), 1n) ⊆ R2 where C(q, r) is the
circle centered at q of radius r. Let {a±1n }n∈N be a countably infinite set such that
each element has a formal inverse. A function W ∶ W → {a±1n }n∈N is a word if W
is a countable totally ordered set and for each N the set W −1({a±1n }Nn=1) is finite.
Identify the words W1 and W2 if there exists an order isomorphism ι ∶ W1 → W2
such thatW2(ι(i)) =W1(i) for all i ∈W1. LetW denote the set of words (under the
identification, this is a set with cardinality 2ℵ0). For each N ∈ N let pN be the map
fromW to the subset of finite words inW given by the restriction pN(W ) =W ∣{i ∈
W ∣W (i) ∈ {a±1n }Nn=1}. We writeW1 ∼W2 if for every N ∈ N we have pN(W1) equal
to pN(W2) as elements of the free group F ({an}Nn=1).
Given wordsW1,W2 ∈W we have a wordW1W2 by letting W1W2 be the disjoint
unionW1⊔W2 under the order that places all elements of W1 less than those of W2
and extends the orders of bothW1 andW2, andW1W2(i) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
W1(i) if i ∈W1
W2(i) if i ∈W2
. We
form a group HEG =W/ ∼, with binary operation defined by word concatenation:
[W1][W2] = [W1W2]. The identity element is the equivalence class of the word
with empty domain. From a word W we define W −1 by letting W −1 have the
reverse order of W and W −1(i) = (W (i))−1. This gives the inverse in the group:
[W ]−1 = [W −1].
For each N ∈ N the word map pN defines a retraction homomorphism (which
we again denote pN ) to the free subgroup F ({an}
N
n=1) in HEG. Similarly we
have a word map pN defined by the restriction pN(W ) = W ∣{i ∈ W ∣ W (i) ∉
{a±1n }
N
n=1}. This word map also defines a retraction p
N to the subgroup of HEG
consisting of those equivalence classes containing a word which involves no elements
in {a±1n }
N
n=1. Let HEGN denote the image of pN and HEG
N denote the image of
pN . We have an isomorphism HEG ≃HEGN ∗HEGN by considering a word as a
finite concatenation of words using elements in {a±1n }
N
n=1 and words excluding such
elements.
We are now ready to recall a definition (originally from [E]):
Definition 2.1. A group G is noncommutatively slender (or n-slender) if for every
homomorphism φ ∶HEG→ G there is an N ∈ N such that φ = φ○pN . Equivalently,
for every homomorphism φ ∶ HEG → G there exists N such that φ∣HEGN is the
trivial map.
Alternatively a group G is n-slender if any homomorphism φ from the funda-
mental group of a path connected, locally path connected metric space Y to G has
open kernel (see Lemma 6.2 in [C2]). We proceed to the proof of Theorem A.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose G has limiting sequence pair (Fn)n, (kn)n and that (gn)n
is a sequence in G. There exists a sequence (mn)n in N such that for any l ∈ N we
have
g1(g2(⋯gl−1(glxml)ml−1⋯)m2)m1 ∈ Fl
implies x = 1G.
Proof. We define natural numbers jn,s where n ≥ s ≥ 1. Pick j1,1 > 1 such that
g−11 F1 ⊆ Fj1,1 by condition (1) for a limiting sequence. Pick j2,1 > j1,1 so that
g−11 F2 ⊆ Fj2,1 and j2,2 > j1,1 so that g−12 Fj2,1 ⊆ Fj2,2 . Given n ∈ N we pick jn,1 >
jn−1,n−1 so that g
−1
1 Fn ⊆ Fjn,1 and assuming we have selected jn,s for s < n we let
jn,s+1 > jn,s be such that g−1s+1Fjn,s ⊆ Fjn,s+1 . Let mn = kjn,n .
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Suppose for contradiction that for some l ∈ N and x ∈ G ∖ {1G} we have
g1(g2(⋯gl−1(glxml)ml−1⋯)m2)m1 ∈ Fl. Then (g2(g3(⋯gl−1(glxml)ml−1⋯)m3)m2)m1 ∈
g−11 Fl ⊆ Fjl,1 . Then g2(g3(⋯gl−1(glxml)ml−1⋯)m3)m2 ∈ Fjl,1 by condition (3) for a
limiting sequence. Then
(g3(⋯gl−1(glxml)ml−1⋯)m3)m2 ∈ g−12 Fjl,1 ⊆ Fj1,2
and continuing in this way we see that gs(⋯(glxml)ml−1⋯)ms ∈ Fjl,s−1 , so that
eventually xml = xkjl,l ∈ Fjl,l , contradicting condition (2) for a limiting sequence.

Proposition 2.3. If G has a limiting sequence pair then G is n-slender.
Proof. Suppose G has limiting sequence pair (Fn)n, (kn)n. Suppose for contradic-
tion that G is not n-slender, so that there exists a homomorphism φ ∶ HEG → G
with a sequenceWn ∈HEGn such that φ(Wn) = gn ≠ 1G. Pick the sequence (mn)n
as in Lemma 2.2. For each i ∈ N define a word Ui ∈HEG by letting
Ui =Wi+1(Wi+2(⋯Wi+k(⋯)mi+k⋯)mi+2)mi+1
or in other words Ui−1 =WiUmii , and consequently
U0 =W1(W2(⋯)m2)m1
We have φ(U0) ∈ Fl ⊆ Fl+1 for some l ∈ N. But by the conclusion of Lemma 2.2 we
know that φ(Ul) = φ(Ul+1) = 1G, which implies gl = φ(Wl) = 1G, a contradiction. 
Proposition 2.4. If G has a limiting sequence pair then G is cm-slender.
Proof. Let G have a limiting sequence pair. Let H be a topological group with
complete metric d and φ ∶ H → G a homomorphism. We show that φ−1(1G) must
contain a neighborhood of 1H . We define a sequence (hn)n in H and sequences
{jn,s}n≥s≥1 and (mn)n in N.
Suppose for contradiction that the conclusion fails. Pick h1 ∈H∖ker(φ), let j1,1 >
1 be such that φ(h−11 )F1 ⊆ Fj1,1 and let m1 = kj1,1 . There is an open neighborhood
V1 of 1H so that h ∈ V1 implies d(h1hm1 , h1) < 2−1. Pick h2 ∈ V1 ∖ ker(φ). Pick
j2,1 > j1,1 and j2,2 > j2,1 so that φ(h−11 )F2 ⊆ Fj2,1 and φ(h−12 )Fj2,1 ⊆ Fj2,2 . Let
m2 = kj2,2 . There is an open neighborhood V2 of 1H such that for any h ∈ V2 we
have both
d(h1(h2(h)
m2)m1 , h1h
m1
2
) < 2−2
and
d(h2, h2h
m2) < 2−2
Supposing h1, . . . , hn, jq,s for n ≥ q ≥ s ≥ 1 and m1, . . . ,mn and neighborhoods
V1, . . . , Vn have been chosen in this way, we select hn+1 ∈ Vn ∖ ker(φ). Select jn+1,s
with 1 ≤ s ≤ n+1 such that jn,n < jn+1,1 < jn+1,2 < ⋯ < jn+1,n+1 so that φ(h−11 )Fn+1 ⊆
Fjn+1,1 , φ(h
−1
2 )Fjn+1,1 ⊆ Fjn+1,2 ,⋯, φ(h−1n+1)Fjn+1,n ⊆ Fjn+1,n+1 . Let mn+1 = kjn+1,n+1 .
Select a neighborhood of identity Vn+1 so that h ∈ Vn+1 implies
d(h1(⋯(hn+1hmn+1)mn⋯)m1 , h1(⋯hmnn+1⋯)m1) < 2−n−1
d(h2(⋯(hn+1hmn+1)mn⋯)m2 , h2(⋯hmnn+1⋯)m2) < 2−n−1
⋮
d(hn+1h
mn+1, hn+1) < 2−n−1
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Fixing n ∈ N we have that r ≥ n implies
d(hn(hn+1(⋯hmr−1r ⋯)mn+1)mn , hn(hn+1(⋯(hrhmrr+1)mr−1⋯)mn+1)mn) < 2−r−1
and so the sequence is Cauchy in r and we let yn be the limit. We have the relation-
ships yn = hn(yn+1)mn for all n ∈ N. We know φ(y1) ∈ Fl for some l ∈ N. Notice also
that by construction 1 < j1,1 < j2,2 < ⋯. As y1 = h1(h2(⋯hl(yl+1)ml⋯)m2)m1 , we
know φ((h2(⋯hl(yl+1)ml⋯)m2))m1 ∈ φ(h−11 )Fl ⊆ Fjl,1 , so that φ(h2(⋯hl(yl+1)ml⋯)m2) ∈
Fjl,1 . Then φ((h3(⋯hl(yl+1)ml⋯)m3)m2) ∈ φ(h−12 )Fjl,2 . Eventually we see that
φ(yml
l+1) ∈ φ(h−1l )Fjl,l−1 ⊆ Fjl,l , and since ml = kjl,l we have φ(yl+1) = 1G. Since
φ(y1) ∈ Fl ⊆ Fl+1 the comparable proof reveals that φ(yl+2) = 1G as well. Then
1G = φ(yl+1) = φ(hl+1)(φ(yl+2))ml+1 = φ(hl+1), contradicting our choice of hl+1 ∈
Vl ∖ ker(φ). 
Proposition 2.5. If G has a limiting sequence pair then G is lcH-slender.
Proof. Let φ ∶ H → G be a homomorphism with H locally compact Hausdorff and
G having a limiting sequence pair. Suppose for contradiction that ker(φ) does not
contain an open neighborhood of 1H . Pick an open neighborhood V0 of 1H with
V0 compact. Pick h1 ∈ H ∖ ker(φ), pick j1,1 > 1 such that φ(h−11 )F1 ⊆ Fj1,1 and let
m1 = kj1,1 . Pick V1 ⊆ V0 such that h ∈ V1 implies hm1 ∈ V0. Pick h2 ∈ V1 ∖ ker(φ).
Select j2,1 and j2,2 so that j1,1 < j2,1 < j2,2 and φ(h−11 )F2 ⊆ Fj2,1 and φ(h−12 )Fj2,1 ⊆
Fj2,2 . Let m2 = j2,2 and select V2 ⊆ V1 so that h ∈ V2 implies h2hm2 ∈ V1.
Continue in this way, selecting jn+1,s for 1 ≤ s ≤ n + 1 with jn,n < jn+1,1 < ⋯ <
jn+1,n+1 such that φ(h
−1
1 )Fn+1 ⊆ Fjn+1,1 , φ(h−12 )Fjn+1,1 ⊆ Fjn+1,2 , . . . , φ(h−1n+1)Fjn+1,n ⊆
Fjn+1,n+1 . Let mn+1 = kjn+1,n+1 . Select Vn+1 so that h ∈ Vn+1 implies hn+1hmn+1 ∈ Vn.
Define Kn = h1(h2(⋯hn−1(hnVnmn)mn−1⋯)m2)m1 . We have K1 ⊇ K2 ⊇ ⋯, and all
Kn are non-empty compact, thus ⋂n∈NKn is nonempty. Let y ∈ ⋂nKn. We have
φ(y) ∈ Fl for some l ∈ N. As y ∈ Kl+1 there exists an element h ∈ Vl+1 such that
y = h1(h2(⋯hl+1hml+1⋯)m2)m1 . Letting h′ = hl+1hml+1 we can argue as before that
φ(h′) = 1G and that φ(h) = 1G, whence φ(hl+1) = 1G, contrary to our choice of
hl+1 ∉ ker(φ). 
3. Proof of Theorems B and C
We recall some definitions in anticipation of proving Theorem B. Recall that a
length function on a group G is a function l ∶ G→ [0,∞) satisfying
(a) l(1G) = 0
(b) l(g) = l(g−1)
(c) l(gh) ≤ l(g)+ l(h)
We shall say a length function is a Dudley norm if it takes values in N ∪ {0} and
satisfies l(gn) ≥ max{n, l(g)} whenever g ≠ 1G (this is the norm described in [D]).
A length function l is uniformly monotone if there exists k ∈ N such that for all
g ≠ 1G we have l(gk) ≥ l(g)+ 1 (see [C1]).
For a review of the Baumslag-Solitar groups the reader may go to Appendix A.
Recall that Thompson’s group F is the set of piecewise linear self-homeomorphisms
on [0,1] which are non-differentiable at finitely many points and have derivatives
that are powers of 2 at points of differentiability (see [CFP] for an exposition). We
restate Theorem B and provide the proof.
Theorem B. The following have a limiting sequence pair:
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(a) Groups with Dudley norm
(b) Groups with uniformly monotone length function
(c) Countable torsion-free groups with finite k-antecedents for some k ∈ N
(d) Countable torsion-free groups with finite roots
(e) Free groups
(f) Free abelian groups
(g) Z[ 1
m
] for each m ∈ N
(h) Torsion-free word hyperbolic groups
(i) Baumslag-Solitar groups
(j) Thompson’s group F
Proof. For (a) we let Fn be the closed ball B(1G, n) = {g ∈ G ∣ l(g) ≤ n} and let
kn = n + 1. Conditions (1) - (3) are straightforward to check. For (b) we similarly
let Fn = B(1G, n) and kn = kn, where k is the natural number associated with the
uniform monotonicity.
For (c) we let Antk(g) = {h ∈ G ∣ (∃n ≥ 0)[hkn = g]}. Let G = {g1 = 1G, g2, . . .}
be an enumeration of G and let Fn = Antk{g1, . . . , gn}. For each n ∈ N pick kn
to be a large enough power km of k so that for j ≥ m we have x,xkj ∈ Fn implies
x = 1G (here we are using the fact that G is torsion-free and Fn is finite). That
⋃n∈N Fn = G holds is clear. As each Fn is finite we automatically get condition
(1) from ⋃n∈N Fn = G. Condition (2) follows from our choice of kn. For condition
(3), if g ∉ Fm then no gkj is in Fm for any j ∈ N since Fm is closed under taking
k-antecedents. The groups (d) are a subclass of (c).
For (e) and (f) we may apply any one of (a), (b) or (c). For (g) we pick a prime
p > m and note that Z[ 1
m
] has finite p-antecedents and is countable torsion-free,
and apply (c).
For (h) we note that torsion-free word hyperbolic groups are certainly countable.
Such groups also have unique root extraction (see Proposition 2.16 of [BV]). In a
torsion-free word hyperbolic group the centralizer of every element is isomorphic
to Z (see again Proposition 2.16 in [BV]), so in such a group there are finite roots
and we are done by (d). Alternatively, torsion-free word hyperbolic groups have a
uniformly monotone length function (see [C1]) and so we can apply part (b).
For (i) we fix m,n ∈ Z ∖ {0} and note that BS(m,n) has unique p-th root
extraction for any prime p > ∣m∣, ∣n∣ (see Appendix A Proposition A.1). By Theorem
1 of [Ne] we know that if p is a prime greater than the length of the relator for a
one-relator group then elements of that group are not divisible by more than finitely
many powers of p. Thus for any prime p > ∣m∣ + ∣n∣ + 2 we get finite p-antecedents
and we are done by (c).
For (j), the group F is torsion-free and has finite roots (see Lemma 15.29 of
[GS]). The group F is finitely presented and therefore countable, and so we apply
(d). 
Remark 3.1. Not every countable abelian n-slender group has a limiting sequence
pair where the Fn are finite. Consider the abelian group G = ⊕m∈N Z[ 1m ]. Were
(Fn)n, (kn)n to be a limiting sequence pair, we select m ∈ N large enough that
Fm ∩ Z[ 1k1 ] ≠ {0}. Picking g ∈ Fm ∩ Z[ 1k1 ] ∖ {0} we have by condition (3) that all
the kr1 roots of g are in Fm, and thus we get infinitely many elements in Fm. It
is not clear whether G has a limiting sequence pair. However, G is n-, cm- and
lcH-slender by Theorem 3.3 or by Theorem C.
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Lemma 3.2. An extension of an n-slender, cm-slender, or lcH-slender group by a
group of the same type is again such a group.
Proof. That an n-slender-by-n-slender group is again n-slender is known (Lemma
10 in [C1], for example). Suppose we have a short exact sequence 1 → K →ι G →q
Q→ 1 with both K and Q cm-slender and let φ ∶H → G be a homomorphism from
a completely metrizable group H . As the homomorphism q ○ φ is to a cm-slender
group, we know that the kernel is a clopen subgroup in H and that φ(ker(q ○φ)) ≤
ker(q) = K. Since ker(q ○ φ) is itself a completely metrizable group and K is cm-
slender we know ker(φ) = ker(φ∣ker(q ○ φ)) is a clopen subgroup of ker(q ○ φ) and
therefore also a clopen subgroup of H . The proof in case H is locally compact
Hausdorff is completely analogous. 
Theorem 3.3. The classes of n-slender, cm-slender and lcH-slender groups are
each closed under taking graph products. In particular, each class is closed under
free products and direct sums.
Proof. It was shown in [C1] that the n-slender groups are closed under graph prod-
ucts, and we use essentially the same argument here for the other two classes. In
[C1] it was shown that the kernel of the map σ ∶ Γ(V,{Gv}v∈V (Γ)) → ⊕v∈V from
the graph product to the direct sum is uniformly monotone. Thus by Lemma 3.2
it suffices to show closure of the remaining two classes under direct sum. For this
we give an argument analogous to that of Theorem 3.6 in [E].
Let G = ⊕i∈I Gi be a direct sum of cm-slender groups and let φ ∶ H → G be a
homomorphism with H a topological group completely metrized by d. In case the
conclusion is false we select h1 ∈ H ∖ ker(φ). For each i ∈ I let pi ∶ G → Gi be the
projection map. Given g ∈ G we let supp(g) = {i ∈ I ∣ pi(g) ≠ 1} denote the support
of g. As the Gi are all cm-slender, there exists ǫ1 > 0 such that h ∈ B(1H , ǫ1) implies
pi ○φ(h) = 1 for all i ∈ supp(φ(h1)). Pick a neighborhood V1 of 1H such that h ∈ V1
implies
d(1H , h) < ǫ14
d(h1, h1h) < ǫ14
Select h2 ∈ V1 ∖ ker(φ). Now there exists ǫ12 > ǫ2 > 0 such that h ∈ B(1H , ǫ2)
implies pi ○ φ(h) = 1 for all i ∈ supp(φ(h2)). Pick a neighborhood V2 of 1H such
that h ∈ V2 implies
d(1H , h) < ǫ24
d(h2, h2h) < ǫ24
d(h1h2, h1h2h) < ǫ24
Select h3 ∈ V2. Continuing to select Vn, ǫn, and hn in this manner we get that
for each n ∈ N the sequence (hn⋯hq)q is Cauchy in the variable q ≥ n. Letting
yn = limq→∞ hn⋯hq we see in fact that d(1H , yn+1) ≤ ǫn2 < ǫn and the relations
ym = hm⋯hnyn+1 hold for m ≤ n. Also, the supports supp(φ(hn)) are pairwise
disjoint and ⋃nm=1 supp(φ(hm)) is disjoint from supp(φ(yn+1)) by the selection of
ǫn.
As y1 = h1⋯hmym+1 we have supp(φ(ym+1)) ⊆ supp(φ(h1))∪⋯∪ supp(φ(hm))∪
supp(φ(y1)), so that in fact supp(φ(ym+1)) ⊆ supp(φ(y1)) for all m ∈ N. As
supp(φ(y1)) is finite we can select j ∈ N such that supp(φ(y1))∩(⋃n≥j supp(φ(hn))) =
∅. Now for m ≥ j we know supp(φ(ym+1)) is disjoint from ⋃n∈N supp(φ(hn)) as
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supp(φ(ym+1)) is disjoint from⋃n≤m supp(φ(hn)) as well as from⋃n>m supp(φ(hn)).
But supp(φ(hj+1)) ⊆ supp(φ(yj+1)) ∪ supp(φ(yj+2)), so in fact supp(φ(hj+1)) = ∅
and φ(hj+1) = 1G, contrary to our selection.
The proof for H a locally compact Hausdorff group is similar. Let V0 be an open
neighborhood of 1H with V0 compact. Pick h1 ∈ V0∖ker(φ). Select a neighborhood
V1 of 1H with V1 ⊆ V0 such that h ∈ V1 implies pi(φ(h)) = 1G for all i ∈ supp(φ(h1))
and h1h ∈ V0. Pick a neighborhood V ′1 of 1H such that V ′1 ⊆ V1. Pick h2 ∈ V ′1∖ker(φ).
Let V2 be an open neighborhood of 1H with V2 ⊆ V ′1 such that h ∈ V2 implies
pi(φ(h)) = 1 for all i ∈ supp(φ(h2)) and h2h ∈ V ′1 . Continue selecting hn, Vn, and
V ′n in this way. Let Kn = h1⋯hnV ′n and select y ∈ ⋂n∈NKn. Pick j ∈ N such that
supp(φ(y)) is disjoint from⋃n≥j supp(φ(hn)). Pick h ∈ V ′j+2 such that y = h1⋯hj+2h
and let h′ = hj+2h. We have h′ = hj+2h ∈ V ′j+2 ⊆ Vj+1 and h ∈ V ′j+2 ⊆ Vj+1. As before
we can argue that φ(hj+2) = 1G, a contradiction. 
Remark 3.4. Notice that no cm-slender or lcH-slender groups can have torsion or
contain Q as a subgroup. If Q ≤ G then there is a discontinuous homomorphism
from R to Q (constructed by taking a Hamel basis of R over Q). If G contains
a torsion element, then G contains an element of prime order, so in particular
Z/pZ ≤ G. The product ∏NZ/pZ is a compact Polish group and by using a vector
space argument we may again construct a discontinuous homomorphism from the
product to Z/pZ.
Recall that an abelian group A is slender if for each homomorphism φ ∶∏N Z→ A
there exists a natural number n such that φ = φ ○ pn where pn ∶ ∏N Z → ⊕ni=1 Z is
projection to the first n coordinates. It is known that the abelian n-slender groups
are precisely the slender groups (see Theorem 3.3 of [E]). One could ask how
the abelian cm-slender and lcH-slender groups compare with the slender groups.
Since ∏N Z is a Polish group we easily have that an abelian cm-slender group must
certainly be slender. Theorem C provides a partial answer. Towards this theorem
we prove the following proposition which is of interest in its own right.
Proposition 3.5. If H is either completely metrizable or locally compact Haus-
dorff, φ ∶H → G is a group homomorphism and card(G) < 2ℵ0 then there exists an
open neighborhood V of 1H such that for any neighborhood 1H ∈ V ′ ⊆ V we have
φ(V ′) = φ(V ).
Proof. We first prove the claim in case H is completely metrizable. Let d be a
complete metric which induces the topology on H . Supposing the claim is false we
get a sequence (nk)k of natural numbers such that:
(1) nk+1 > 2nk
(2) φ(B(1H ,
1
nk
)) ⊋ φ(B(1H , 1nk+1 )B(1H ,
1
nk+1
)−1)
Again, we are using closed balls B(1H , λ) = {x ∈ H ∣ d(1H , x) ≤ λ}. Let Dk =
B(1H ,
1
nk
). Define a subsequence (km)m and sequence (hm)m in H as follows. Let
k1 = 1 and select h1 ∈ D1 such that φ(h1) ∉ φ(D2D−12 ). Pick k2 > k1 + 1 such that
h ∈Dk2 implies
d(h1, h1h) < 12nk1+1
d(1H , h) < 12nk1+1
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Select h2 ∈ Dk2 such that φ(h2) ∉ φ(Dk2+1D−1k2+1). Select k3 > k2 + 1 such that
h ∈Dk3 implies d(hǫ11 hǫ22 , hǫ11 hǫ22 h) < 12nk2+1 for any ǫ1, ǫ2 ∈ {0,1}. If one has selected
h1, . . . , hm and k1, . . . , km we select km+1 > km + 1 such that h ∈ Dkm+1 implies
d(hǫ1
1
⋯hǫmm , hǫ11 ⋯hǫmm h) < 12nkm+1 for any sequence (ǫ1, . . . , ǫm) in 0s and 1s. Select
hm+1 ∈Dkm+1 such that φ(hm+1) ∉ φ(Dkm+1+1D−1km+1+1).
By construction, for every sequence ǫ ∈ {0,1}N the sequence (hǫ1
1
⋯hǫmm )m is
Cauchy and converges to, say, hǫ. Also, for every m > 1 and ǫ = (ǫ1, . . .) we have
hǫ ∈ hǫ1⋯hǫmm Dkm+1. By construction we know
φ(hǫ1
1
⋯hǫm−1m−1 h0mDkm+1) ∩ φ(hǫ11 ⋯hǫm−1m−1 h1mDkm+1) = ∅
Thus for distinct ǫ, ǫ′ ∈ {0,1}N we have φ(hǫ) ≠ φ(hǫ′), contradicting our assumption
on the cardinality of G.
The proof for H locally compact Hausdorff is similar. Let V0 be an open neigh-
borhood of 1H such that V0 is compact. Pick a sequence V0 ⊇ V1 ⊇ V ′1 ⊇ V2 ⊇ V ′2 ⊇ V3
of open neighborhoods of 1H such that Vm+1 ⊆ V ′m and φ(Vn) ⊋ φ(V ′n(V ′n)−1). Se-
lect hn ∈ Vn such that φ(hn) ∉ φ(V ′n(V ′n)−1). For each ǫ ∈ {0,1}N and m ∈ N we
let Kǫ,m = hǫ11 ⋯hǫmm Vm+1. Select hǫ ∈ ⋂m∈NKǫ,m. Notice that hǫ ∈ hǫ11 ⋯hǫmm Vm+1 ⊆
hǫ1
1
⋯hǫmm V ′m. Arguing as before we get φ(hǫ) ≠ φ(hǫ′) for ǫ ≠ ǫ′. 
For V satisfying the conclusion of Proposition 3.5 the image φ(V ) is a subgroup
of G regardless of whether V was itself a subgroup of H , which is not obvious
a priori. For the following theorem we use the fact from [Sa] that a torsion-free
abelian group of cardinality < 2ℵ0 is slender if and only if it is reduced (i.e. if and
only if ⋂m∈NmA = {0}, or if and only if Q is not a subgroup).
Theorem C. If A is an abelian group of cardinality < 2ℵ0 the following are equiv-
alent:
(1) A is slender
(2) A is n-slender
(3) A is cm-slender
(4) A is lcH-slender
Proof. What needs to be shown is that if H is completely metrizable or locally
compact Hausdorff and A is abelian, torsion-free, reduced and of cardinality < 2ℵ0
then any homomorphism φ ∶ H → A has open kernel. To avoid confusion we use
multiplicative notation with the abelian group A. Thus 1A is identity and A
j is
the subgroup consisting of those elements of A which have a j root. Supposing
that H is completely metrizable, by Proposition 3.5 we select a neighborhood V of
1H such that any open neighborhood of 1H inside V has image φ(V ) under φ. If
a ∈ φ(V )∖{1A}, we have that a ∉ Am for somem ∈ N. Since A is torsion-free we have
unique root extraction. Thus ar ∉ Arm for every r ∈ N. Pick a sequence (hn)n so
that φ(hn) = an and so that hǫ = hǫ11 (hǫ22 (hǫ33 (⋯)3m)2m)m exists for any ǫ ∈ {0,1}N.
As card(G) < 2ℵ0 there exist distinct ǫ, ǫ′ ∈ {0,1}N such that φ(hǫ) = φ(hǫ′). Let
n ∈ N be the smallest such that ǫn ≠ ǫ′n. Modifying ǫ and ǫ′ to have 0 entries up to
the n − 1 place we get again φ(hǫ) = φ(hǫ′). If without loss of generality ǫn = 1 we
let ǫ′′ be equal to ǫ except with a 0 at position n. Thus hnhǫ′′ = hǫ and
an = φ(hn) = φ(hǫh−1ǫ′′ ) = φ(hǫ′h−1ǫ′′ ) ∈ Anm
which is a contradiction.
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The proof for H a locally compact Hausdorff group is similar. If one wishes,
a similar argument shows that a torsion-free reduced abelian group of cardinality
< 2ℵ0 is n-slender by using Theorem 4.4 (1) of [CC]. 
4. Conclusion
We end with some discussion and questions. First we ask about a possible
approach to generalizing part (i) of Theorem B.
Question 4.1. If G is a torsion-free one-relator group and p is a prime greater
than the length of the relator then does G have unique p-roots?
If one has an affirmative answer to this question, then by the same proof as Theorem
B part (i) we get that torsion-free one-relator groups have a limiting sequence pair.
Thus such groups would be n-slender, which was conjectured in [Na].
For the next question we recall that a group element g ∈ G ∖ {1G} is divisible if
g has an n-root in G for every n ∈ N.
Question 4.2. Does a countable torsion-free group with no divisible elements have
a limiting sequence pair?
We finally remark that, as far as the authors are aware, the following are the
known techniques for determining that a nonabelian group is slender (in the n-,
cm-, or lcH- sense):
● Express the group as a slender extension of a slender group (as in Lemma
3.2).
● Algebraically decompose the group as a graph product of slender groups
(as in Theorem 3.3).
● Algebraically decompose the group as a certain type of HNN-extension or
amalgamated free product (as in [Na]).
● Perform a diagonalization argument as in the proof of Theorem A by con-
structing an element in the domain of form h1(h2(h3(⋯)m3)m2)m1 (as is
also done in [H] and [D]).
Question 4.3. What other forms of argument can be used to demonstrate these
types of slenderness in a nonabelian group?
Appendix A. Baumslag-Solitar Groups
Recall that the Baumslag-Solitar groups are the groups of form BS(m,n) =
⟨a, t∣t−1amt = an⟩ where m,n ∈ Z ∖ {0}. We review some of the properties of words
in the letters {a±1, t±1} before stating and proving Lemma A.1, which was used
in Theorem B. The elements a, t obviously generate G = BS(m,n). If w,w′ are
words in the letters {a±1, t±1} we’ll write w ≡ w′ if w is the same word as w′
and we’ll write w =G w′ if w represents the same element in G as does w′, and
w =G g for g ∈ G if w represents the group element g. Given a word w ∈ {a±1, t±1}∗
we may repeatedly perform free reductions and obtain a word w′ which has no
subwords a±1a∓1 or t±1t∓1 which represents the same element of the free group
F (a, t) and therefore w =G w′ a fortiori. Such a freely reduced word may be written
as w′ ≡ ak0tǫ1ak1⋯tǫjakj where ki ∈ Z, ǫi ∈ {±1}, and [ǫi = ±1 ∧ ki = 0]⇒ ǫi+1 = ±1.
A freely reduced word w ≡ ak0tǫ1ak1⋯tǫjakj is said to be reduced if in addition
w has no subword of form t−1akit with ki ∈ mZ or of form takit−1 with ki ∈ nZ.
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From a freely reduced word w one can obtain a reduced word w′ with w =G w′ by
replacing subwords of form t−1akit with ki ∈mZ with aki nm (or the other appropriate
replacement), freely reducing, and repeating until this is no longer possible and we
obtain such a word w′. The number of letters t±1 in the word w divided by two gives
an upper bound on the number of times this replacement process can be iterated.
By Britton’s Lemma (see [LS, Section IV.2]), for any nonempty reduced word w
we have w ≠G 1G. From this one sees that if w = ak0tǫ1ak1tǫ2ak2⋯akj−1tǫjakj and
w′ = al0tδ1al2⋯tδqalq are reduced and satisfy w =G w′ we have j = q and ǫi = δi for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ j. This j now well-defines a length function L(g) = j on G, with elements
in ⟨a⟩ having length zero.
A reduced word w = ak0tǫ1ak1tǫ2ak2⋯akj−1tǫjakj is said to be a normal form
if in addition taki being a subword implies 0 ≤ ki < n and t−1aki being a sub-
word implies 0 ≤ ki < m. One obtains a normal form from a reduced word
w = ak0tǫ1ak1tǫ2ak2⋯akj−1tǫjakj by writing kj = qm + r where 0 ≤ r < m, replac-
ing tǫjakj by aqntǫjar and freely reducing if ǫj = −1, or performing the comparable
switch in case ǫj = 1. Now we analyze the new kj−1 and make the same replacement
if possible. Continuing in this way until one comes to k0 we obtain a normal form.
Each g ∈ G has a unique normal form w with w =G g.
A word of form w ≡ ak0 or w ≡ ak0tǫ1ak1tǫ2ak2⋯akj−1tǫj is said to be cyclically
reduced if every cyclic permutation on w is reduced. Each element of BS(m,n) is
conjugate to an element with cyclically reduced normal form. Let the cyclic length
of an element g be the minimal length of a cyclically reduced word representing an
element conjugate to g. An element is of cyclic length 0 if and only if it is conjugate
to an element of ⟨a⟩, and so powers of an element of cyclic length 0 are also of cyclic
length 0.
Proposition A.1. Given m,n ∈ Z ∖ {0} we have the following:
(1) If p is a prime with p > ∣m∣, ∣n∣ then p-th roots in BS(m,n) of elements in
⟨a⟩ must also be elements of ⟨a⟩.
(2) If g ∈ BS(m,n) is of cyclic length at least one then g has unique odd root
extraction.
Thus the group BS(m,n) has unique p-th root extraction for any prime p sat-
isfying the hypotheses of (1).
Proof. For (1) we suppose that g =G w−1alw is a p-th root of ak. We may assume
that w is a reduced word of form w ≡ tǫ1ak1tǫ2⋯tǫjakj and of shortest length among
such words. We have (w−1alw)p =G w−1aplw. Since w−1aplw =G ak we know that
pl ∈ mZ (in case ǫ1 = 1) or pl ∈ nZ (in case ǫ1 = −1). But since p > ∣n∣, ∣m∣ we
know that l ∈ mZ or l ∈ nZ. But now g =G w0almn w0 or g =G w0al nmw0 where
w ≡ tǫ1ak1w0, so in fact w must have been of length 0 and g ∈ ⟨a⟩.
For (2) let q be a positive odd number and let g have positive cyclic length. By
conjugating g if necessary, we may assume without loss of generality that the normal
form of g is cyclically reduced. Then any q root of g must also have a normal form
which is cyclically reduced. We treat cases. Suppose first that m = −n. Suppose
w ≡ ak0tǫ1ak1⋯aǫj−1tǫj and w′ ≡ ak′0tǫ1ak1⋯aǫj−1tǫj are in normal form and satisfy
wq =G g =G (w′)q, we let k0 = s + lm and k′0 = s′ + l′m (that only the k0 and k′0
exponents could possibly differ follows from performing the normal form algorithm
to the words wq and (w′)q). If j is an even number then the normal form of wq is
ak0+(q−1)lm(tǫ1ak1⋯tǫjas)q−1(tǫ1ak1⋯tǫj)
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and similarly the normal form of (w′)q is
ak
′
0
+(q−1)l′m(tǫ1ak1⋯tǫjas′)q−1(tǫ1ak1⋯tǫj)
In particular we have s = s′ and also k0 + (q − 1)lm = k′0 + (q − 1)l′m, which implies
qlm = ql′m, so l = l′ and k0 = k′0. If j is an odd number then the normal form of wq
is
ak0(tǫ1ak1⋯tǫjas)q−1(tǫ1ak1⋯tǫj)
and similarly the normal form of (w′)q is
ak
′
0(tǫ1ak1⋯tǫjas′)q−1(tǫ1ak1⋯tǫj)
so that again k0 = k′0.
The second case for proving (2) is that wherein m ≠ −n. We again suppose that
w ≡ ak0tǫ1ak1⋯akj−1tǫj and w′ ≡ ak′0tǫ1ak1⋯akj−1tǫj are in normal form and satisfy
wq =G g =G (w′)q. As
(ak0tǫ1ak1⋯aǫj−1tǫj)q =G (ak′0tǫ1ak1⋯akj−1tǫj)q
we can cancel on the right by tǫ1ak1⋯aǫj−1tǫj and obtain that
(ak0tǫ1ak1⋯akj−1 tǫj)q−1ak0 =G (ak′0tǫ1ak1⋯akj−1tǫj)q−1ak′0
Define frac(ǫi) to be
n
m
if ǫi = 1 and to be mn if ǫi = −1. Assume for contradiction
that k0 ≠ k′0 and let without loss of generality k0 > k′0. Define k = k0 −k′0. We know
that
1G =G a−k′0(t−ǫja−kj−1⋯a−k1tǫ1a−k′0)q−1(ak0tǫ1ak1⋯akj−1 tǫj)q−1ak0
and since both a−k
′
0(t−ǫja−kj−1⋯a−k1tǫ1a−k′0)q−1 and (ak0tǫ1ak1⋯akj−1 tǫj)q−1ak0 are
reduced, it must be that k ∈mZ if ǫ1 = 1 or that k ∈ nZ if ǫ1 = −1. Thus t−ǫ1aktǫ1 =G
ak frac(ǫ1). Reasoning in the same way we see that k frac(ǫ1) ∈ mZ if ǫ2 = 1 and
k frac(ǫ1) ∈ nZ if ǫ2 = −1. Continuing in this way we see that
1G =G a−k′0(t−ǫja−kj−1⋯a−k1tǫ1a−k′0)q−2ak frac(ǫ1)⋯ frac(ǫj)(ak0tǫ1ak1⋯akj−1 tǫj)q−2ak0
Letting T = frac(ǫ1) frac(ǫ2)⋯ frac(ǫj) we perform the above process again to see
that
1G =G a−k′0(t−ǫja−kj−1⋯a−k1tǫ1a−k′0)q−3akT 2+kT (ak0tǫ1ak1⋯akj−1tǫj)q−3ak0
Iterating this process q−3 more times shows 1G =G a−k′0ak(T q−1+T q−2+⋯+T )ak0 . Thus
0 = k(T q−1 +T q−2 +⋯+T +1), and since k ≠ 0 by assumption we have T q−1 +T q−2 +
⋯ + T + 1 = 0. The polynomial xq−1 + xq−2 + ⋯ + x + 1 can only have 1 or −1 as
rational roots, but as q − 1 is even we know that neither can be roots, and so
xq−1 + xq−2 +⋯+ x + 1 cannot have rational roots. But T is a root and rational by
construction, a contraditcion. 
We note that in the group BS(1,−1) the element t2 has infinitely many 2-roots.
This can be seen by noticing that (akt)2 =G aktakt =G aka−kt2 =G t2 for any k ∈ Z
and the akt are distinct as elements in G since they are all in normal form. Other
such examples can be contructed when m = −n.
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